“I believe that the nature of human motivation is
not in making money, but in making meaning.”
— Susan Fowler

HOW CAN WE THRIVE TOGETHER?
Susan Fowler
Keynote Speaker, Bestselling
Author, & Motivation Science
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Susan Fowler has shared her message on optimal motivation, self
leadership, and thriving together in all 50 states and over 40
countries. In her bestselling book, Why Motivating People Doesn’t
Work . . . and What Does, Susan Fowler implored leaders to stop
trying to motivate people because it just doesn’t work and it
aggravates everyone involved. Thanks to this bestseller, translated
into more than over a dozen languages, thousands of managers
worldwide have learned how to activate their staff members’
optimal motivation.
Now, with her latest book, Master Your Motivation: Three Scientific
Truths for Achieving Your Goals, Susan is on a mission to help
individuals master their own motivation, achieve their goals, and
flourish as they succeed.

“Motivation is a skill.
People can learn to
choose and create
optimal motivational
experiences anytime
and anywhere.”
— Susan Fowler
TO SCHEDULE AN
APPEARANCE:

susan@susanfowler.com
Susan Fowler - Speaker Inquiry
15644 Kingman Road
Poway, CA 92064

Widely known as one of the foremost experts on motivation and
personal empowerment, Susan gained her knowledge through
extensive experience in business, advertising, sales, production,
marketing, executive and life-style coaching, and leadership
training with clients as diverse as AARP, Dow, Eli Lilly, Fruit of the
Loom, Google, and the National Basketball Association. Susan is
also a coauthor of the bestselling book, Self Leadership and The
One Minute Manager with Ken Blanchard and the creator and lead
developer of The Ken Blanchard Company’s Self Leadership, the
best-in-class self-leadership and personal empowerment program.
Susan lives with her husband, Drea Zigarmi, in San Diego, where she
is a senior consulting partner for The Ken Blanchard Companies, a
leadership consultant and motivation coach, and a professor in the
Masters of Science in Executive Leadership program at the
University of San Diego. Susan is also a rotating board member for
Angel Faces, a non-profit organization serving adolescent girls with
severe burn trauma and disfigurements.

SPEAKING TOPICS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why Motivating People Doesn’t Work… and What Does
Master Your Motivation: Three Scientific Truths for Achieving Your Goals
Thriving in the Midst of Change through Optimal Motivation
Achieving Optimal Motivation
Your Belief Could be Eroding Your People’s Motivation
What Leaders Don’t Understand about Motivation Can Hurt
New Advances in Motivation Science Require Three New Leadership
Competencies or Why Motivation Science Demands Three New
Leadership Competencies
• The Magic of Self Leadership
• What If Everyone in Your Organization Were Self Leaders?

CUSTOMIZATION

Many conferences and meetings have unique timing and program needs. Susan is
happy to serve you by customizing a presentation for your particular needs.

“When employees thrive, leaders don’t need to drive.”
— Susan Fowler
PAST APPEARANCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AARP
ING Bank, Russia
TJX Corporation
Harley-Davidson
Dow Industries
United Healthcare Group
National Basketball Assoc.
Akzo Nobel — Worldwide

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Washington Mutual
CA Dept. of Social Services
YMCA National Conference
CitiBank
NASA
University of San Diego
Supply Chain MGT Institute
Family Business Council

Susan Fowler is the author of the global bestseller Why
Motivating People Doesn’t Work . . . and What Does,
where she implores leaders to stop trying to motivate
people because it just doesn’t work and aggravates
everyone involved.
Now, with her latest book, Master Your Motivation:
Three Scientific Truths for Achieving Your Goals, Susan
is on a mission to help individuals master their own
motivation, achieve their goals, and flourish as they
succeed.
Susan is coauthor of the bestselling Self Leadership
and The One Minute Manager, where readers will learn
that accepting personal responsibility for their own
success leads to power, freedom, and autonomy.
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Proctor & Gamble
Apple
Microsoft
SC Johnson (Pacific Rim)
Catholic Leadership Inst.
Eli Lilly
Xerox
Fruit-of-the-Loom, Inc.
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MasterCard
IBM
AMF Bowling
KPMG
Reitmans, Canada
Sephora
ScotiaBank
Gap

